We investigate the effects on the transport of a few MeV ($7 MeV) Jovian and Galactic electrons for different solar wind speed scenarios applicable to different heliospheric conditions. A three-dimensional, steady state model is used based on numerically solving Parker's transport equation, including the Jovian electron source, to compare model computations to low-energy 3-10 MeV KET electron observations along the Ulysses trajectory. We show that, in general, the solar cycle-related variation in the latitude dependence of the solar wind speed significantly influences the three-dimensional transport of Jovian electrons in the inner heliosphere; in fact, we argue that to improve the interpretation of the Ulysses observations from solar minimum to solar maximum conditions, realistic latitudinal changes in the solar wind speed profile are needed. Decreasing the latitude dependence of the solar wind speed toward solar maximum results in more Jovian electrons and fewer Galactic electrons being computed at higher heliolatitudes. At Earth these changes influence the phase and amplitude of the 13 month periodicity in the computed electron intensities.
INTRODUCTION
The Jovian magnetosphere at $5 AU in the ecliptic plane is a relatively strong source of electrons with energies up to $30 MeV (e.g., Simpson et al. 1974) . These electrons, once they leave the Jovian magnetosphere, are transported into the inner heliosphere and consequently dominate electron intensities in the equatorial regions within the first $10 AU (Ferreira et al. 2001b) . Depending on the magnitude of perpendicular latitudinal transport, these electrons may also dominate the total electron intensities at higher latitudes in the inner heliosphere (Ferreira et al. 2001a) . Apart from the Jovian component, few-MeV Galactic cosmic-ray electrons are also successfully transported from the heliospheric boundary to the inner heliosphere. see also Ferreira 2002) showed that these low-energy electrons are not significantly influenced by the presence of the solar wind termination shock (TS), and that they do contribute to the computed total electron intensity at Earth, although not to the same extent as Jovian electrons. In contrast to cosmic-ray protons, electrons do not experience large adiabatic energy changes below $300 MeV. At these energies the electron modulation is also largely unaffected by global gradient and curvature drifts and therefore gives a direct indication of the average mean free paths (e.g., Potgieter 1996; Ferreira et al. 2000) . These properties led to derive the radial and latitudinal dependence of the diffusion coefficients for few-MeV electrons, resulting in realistic electron modulation when compared to observations from the Pioneer 10 and Ulysses spacecrafts.
Compared to the dominant cosmic-ray species, electrons are $10 4 times less massive, oppositely charged, and much less abundant, making it significantly more difficult to measure their intensities. However, over the past decade good measurements of electrons have been made at Earth (Clem et al. 1996 (Clem et al. , 2002 Evenson 1998) and farther out in the inner heliosphere with the Kiel Electron Telescope (KET) (e.g., Ferrando et al. 1996; Ferrando 1997; Heber et al. 2001 Heber et al. , 2003 on board the Ulysses spacecraft (Simpson et al. 1992 (Simpson et al. , 1993 . This spacecraft has an orbit inclined by almost 80 and therefore covers a wide range of heliolatitudes, making it an excellent probe to study, e.g., the latitudinal transport of particles from a '' point source '' such as the Jovian magnetosphere (Ferreira et al. 2001a ). Few-MeV electrons are also observed near Earth on board various spacecraft (e.g., Chenette 1980; Eraker 1982; Moses 1987) . Because of the relative motion of Jupiter and Earth, these observations exhibit a 13 month periodicity, resulting in an excellent opportunity to study time-dependent low-energy electron modulation in the equatorial regions, e.g., the effects of corotating interaction regions (Fichtner et al. 2000; Kissmann et al. 2003) .
In order to interpret and model the Ulysses/KET observations, Fichtner et al. (2000) developed a threedimensional, steady state, nondrift model based on the numerical solution of Parker's (1965) transport equation to describe the propagation of these few-MeV Jovian and Galactic electrons in the heliosphere. This study was continued by Ferreira et al. (2001a) , who developed a similar model but also included gradient, curvature, and current sheet drifts. These studies concentrated only on the first outof-ecliptic orbit period of Ulysses ($1992 to $1998). The relative contribution of the Jovian and Galactic electron intensities to the total intensity along the Ulysses trajectory was computed, and it was shown that for this period the model could reproduce the Ulysses/KET electron measurements convincingly. Although the studies of Ferreira et al. (2001a Ferreira et al. ( , 2001b provided new insights into model parameters, especially on the radial and latitudinal transport coefficients, they mainly concentrated on solar minimum conditions, and found that for these periods no solar cyclerelated changes in the transport parameters were necessary to compute realistic modulation. However, with increased solar activity up to the recent solar maximum ($1998 onward), the computed intensities from these models are found to be considerably lower than observed on board Ulysses . The observed Ulysses/KET low-energy electron intensity has stayed at surprisingly high values and remained almost unchanged, in contrast to what has been observed at higher energies, where drifts become more pronounced. As argued by Heber et al. (2002) , these observations cannot be explained by either solar particle events or locally accelerated electrons, and must be of Galactic and/or Jovian origin.
In this paper the transport of a few MeV electrons from solar minimum to solar maximum is addressed as a first approach to compute more realistic modulation for the solar maximum periods. The effects of a solar cycle-related changes in the solar wind speed are examined, which must have an influence on the transport of low-energy Jovian electrons in particular. In order to improve the understanding of the Ulysses observations after $1998, a more realistic solar wind speed profile for solar maximum is required than previously assumed, resulting in more Jovian electrons being computed at higher latitudes. Although this still does not result in full compatibility with the 3-10 MeV Ulysses/ KET electron observations after $1998, it is an important improvement in understanding, e.g., the observed quiet-time increases (QTIs) in the Ulysses/KET data (Heber 2002 (Heber , 2003 at high latitudes. These increases are a factor of $2-5 in magnitude, last a few days, are not accompanied by an increase in the proton intensity, and are also characterized by a hard energy spectrum. It will also be shown that changing the solar wind latitudinal profile from solar minimum to maximum significantly influences the phase and amplitude of the 13 month periodicity in the computed 7 MeV electron intensities at Earth.
MODULATION MODEL AND PARAMETERS
The model is based on the numerical solution of the Parker (1965) 
where f (r, P, t) is the cosmic-ray distribution function, P is rigidity, r is position, t is time, and V represents the solar wind velocity. Terms on the right-hand side represent convection, gradient, and curvature drifts, diffusion, adiabatic energy changes, and the Jovian electron source function, respectively. This function is given by
, and the kinetic energy E is in GeV (Ferreira et al. 2001a) . The diffusion coefficients of special interest in equation (1) are
where K rr consists of a parallel diffusion coefficient K k , a perpendicular diffusion coefficient in the radial/azimuthal direction, K ?r , and a perpendicular diffusion coefficient in the polar direction, K ?Â . The spiral angle, , is defined as the angle between the radial direction and the average heliospheric magnetic field (HMF) at a certain position, where is the angular velocity of the Sun, r 0 ¼ 1 AU, V is the solar wind speed, and Â is the polar angle. Typically, on average ¼ 45 at Earth and ! 90 when r > 10 AU. Because depends on V, changing this parameter results in different K rr as given by equation (3). The pitch-angle-averaged guiding center drift velocity for a near-isotropic cosmic ray distribution is given by
, with e B ¼ B=B m , and where B m is the magnitude of the modified background HMF (e.g., Jokipii & Kó ta 1989; Potgieter 1996 Potgieter , 2000 . The following general forms were assumed for K and the '' drift '' coefficient, K A , respectively:
Here, is the ratio of the speed of the cosmic-ray particles, v, to the speed of light; f 1 ðP; rÞ is a complex function described in detail by Ferreira et al. (2001a) specifying the rigidity P, in GV, and the spatial dependence of K A , where r is the radial distance in AU; K 0 ¼ 75:0 is in units of 6 Â 10 20 cm 2 s À1 , and (K A ) 0 is a dimensionless constant that specifies the amount of drift allowed, with ðK A Þ 0 ¼ 1:0 specifying a maximum. The differential intensity is j / P 2 f , and is calculated in units of particles m À2 sr À1 s À1 MeV À1 . Unfortunately, no exact theory exists to adequately describe perpendicular diffusion (see le Roux et al. 1999) . It has become standard practice when using modulation models to scale K ? as K k (e.g., Kó ta & Jokipii 1998; Burger et al. 2000) . For K ?r and K ?Â it is assumed that
Here, P 0 ¼ 1 GV and b ¼ 0:015, as required to compute realistic 7 MeV electron modulation as shown by Ferreira et al. (2001a Ferreira et al. ( , 2001b . Furthermore, Potgieter et al. (1997) and Burger et al. (2000) showed that in order to produce the correct magnitude and rigidity dependence of the latitudinal cosmic-ray proton density gradient observed by Ulysses, enhanced latitudinal transport is necessary. This is accomplished by increasing K ?Â toward the poles by, e.g., a factor of d ¼ 6 (Ferreira et al. 2001a ) with respect to the value in the equatorial plane by assuming the function F(Â) as in equation (5), where
A physical justification of this increase in K ?Â toward the polar regions was given by Burger et al. (2000) . Their arguments are based on Ulysses measurements that show that the variance increased more in the transverse and normal directions of the HMF than in the radial direction, resulting in larger diffusion in these directions. Furthermore, for a Fisk-type HMF field (Fisk 1996) , which is probably a more realistic HMF geometry, latitudinal transport is supposedly more effective than in a Parker field, and to account for this effect K ?Â is enhanced toward the polar regions when a modified Parker HMF is used. The effects of different scenarios for d on model computations are shown and discussed in, e.g., Ferreira et al. (2003a) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The studies of Ferreira et al. (2001a Ferreira et al. ( , 2001b have provided new insight into model parameters, especially concerning the radial and latitudinal transport coefficients. However, these studies assumed a solar wind speed profile V applicable to solar minimum conditions with V highly latitude dependent, changing, e.g., from a slow solar wind speed in the equatorial regions of $400 km s À1 to a fast speed of 800 km s À1 in the polar regions. This is consistent with Ulysses observations during solar minimum conditions of a high solar wind speed, 700-800 km s À1 , at Â < 60 and Â > 120 but slow speeds for 60 < Â < 120 , as illustrated by the dark data band in Figure 1a (McComas et al. 2001) . For solar maximum conditions, on the other hand, no welldefined high-speed solar wind is observed (e.g., Richardson et al. 2001) , as shown by the light-shaded data band. In this work the three-dimensional modulation model of Ferreira et al. (2001a) is applied to study the effects of different latitude-dependent solar wind speed scenarios on computed 7 MeV electron intensities. These scenarios, two applicable to solar maximum conditions and two applicable to solar minimum conditions, are also shown in Figure 1a , in comparison with the Ulysses solar wind observations. The '' Min A '' scenario corresponds to the assumption that V increases from 400 km s À1 in the equatorial plane to 800 km s À1 at the poles; for the '' Min B '' case, V increases from 300 to 800 km s À1 . Both these scenarios are applicable to solar minimum conditions. Note that the recurrent features of the solar wind are not included in this study; see Kissmann et al. (2003) for a full discussion of these effects. The '' Max A '' and '' Max B '' scenarios correspond to solar maximum conditions where V is on average 400 or 500 km s À1 at all latitudes, respectively.
In Figure 1b the four corresponding radial diffusion coefficients, K rr , are shown as a function of radial distance in the equatorial plane (Â ¼ 90 ). Because depends on V, changing this parameter results in different values for K rr as given by equation (3). For the equatorial regions, the Max B scenario results in the largest K rr because V ¼ 500 km s À1 . The Min A and Max A scenarios coincide because V ¼ 400 km s À1 for both in the equatorial regions. The Min B scenario with V ¼ 300 km s À1 results in the smallest K rr . At the poles (not shown), the Min A and Min B scenarios result in the same K rr because for both these scenarios the assumed highspeed solar wind is 800 km s À1 . For the scenarios applicable to solar maximum conditions, there is no high-speed solar wind and the corresponding K rr is significantly less.
In Figure 2 four computed Jovian electron intensity contours at 7 MeV are shown in the equatorial plane, corresponding to the four scenarios of V, and K rr , as shown in Figure 1 . The dotted line in each of the panels shows the corresponding Parker HMF spiral. Also shown here is the distinctive three-dimensional distribution of this type of cosmic rays. Evidently, the Jovian electrons largely follow the HMF spiral because of the dominance of K k in the inner heliosphere, but they are clearly also transported across the HMF lines as a result of K ?r , although to a lesser degree (see also Ferreira et al. 2001a ). The scenarios characteristic of solar minimum conditions are shown in Figures 2a and 2c are applicable to different solar activity conditions, the computed low-energy electrons seem less sensitive to the changes in the solar wind dependence in the polar regions. Figures  2c and 2d are less similar because the corresponding K rr (Fig. 1b) now also differs in the equatorial plane. This is especially evident outside of 5 AU (away from the Sun), because the effect of the less-wound HMF is more pronounced the farther away one moves outward. This indicates that the computed three-dimensional distribution of low-energy electrons can indeed be changed during a solar activity cycle by assuming V as the only time-dependent parameter.
The aspects mentioned above are quantitatively illustrated in Figure 3 , where the computed 7 MeV combined Jovian and Galactic electron intensities for the different V scenarios are shown at Earth for the year 1991 up to 2004. These computations exhibit a 13 month periodicity, due to the relative motion of Jupiter and Earth around the Sun, and the subsequent three-dimensional distribution of the Jovian electrons, which is illustrated in Figure 2 . This is also evident in low-energy electron observations at Earth (e.g., Chenette 1980; Eraker 1982; Moses 1987) . The model shows noticeable differences in amplitude and phase between the different scenarios. Evidently, changing V results in different HMF spiral angles, as shown in Figure 2 , which in turn leads to changes in the phase of the 13 month wave, e.g., the Min B scenario has a slower solar wind speed in the equatorial regions by 100 km s À1 compared to the Min A scenario, with a subsequent more tightly wound HMF. The amplitude of the computed intensities is also changed for the different solar wind speed scenarios, by decreasing the solar wind speed in the equatorial regions, e.g., from the Max B scenario where V ¼ 500 km s À1 to the Min B scenario where V ¼ 300 km s À1 , resulting in a much smaller computed amplitude. Larger amplitudes are computed for solar maximum periods than for solar minimum. As expected, the Min A and Max A scenarios do not result in different computed intensity amplitudes because they have the same values of solar wind speed in the equatorial regions. A solar wind speed that changes with solar activity in the equatorial regions could therefore influence the amplitude and phase of the 13 month periodicity computations of the low-energy electrons at Earth.
In the next figure the emphasis is on the latitudinal dependence of the low-energy electrons in the inner heliosphere. 
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scenarios are shown, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 4e depicts the computed intensities in the meridional plane for only two scenarios, Min A and Max A. For the Jovian electrons there is clearly a very strong latitudinal dependence at the source, much less at 1 AU, whereas for the Galactic electrons the latitudinal dependence is much less, with less difference between 1 AU and 5 AU as expected. The main point is that when V is changed from a scenario applicable to solar minimum (e.g., Min A) to a solar maximum scenario (e.g., Max A), a marked increase in Jovian electrons toward the poles follows but Galactic electrons then decrease for all latitudes at these distances. This is mainly due to the smaller K rr over the solar poles for the solar maximum scenarios. Because K ?Â remains unchanged by changes in V (eq.
[3]), the smaller K rr at the poles results in a more effective K ?Â toward the poles. This result in more particles being transported toward the poles from a point source like the Jovian magnetosphere. (See Ferreira et al. 2001a for a full illustration of the effect of K ?Â on lowenergy electron modulation.) This is also clearly visible in Figure 4e , where, e.g., the contours corresponding to 1 particle m À2 s À1 sr À1 MeV À1 of the Max A scenario are distributed to much higher polar angles than for the Min A scenario. At larger radial distances this situation will not prevail. In Figure 5 the different model computations at 7 MeV corresponding to the four assumptions of V are compared with 3-10 MeV Ulysses electron data tions, as expected. The Max B scenario results in computed intensities lower than the observations for both solar minimum and solar maximum conditions, indicating that this scenario is less favorable than Max A. Unfortunately, after 1998 all the computed total electron intensities are significantly lower than observed and the compatibility with the Ulysses data becomes unsatisfactory, indicating that solar cycle-related changes in the solar wind speed alone cannot produce realistic modulation for these periods. This aspect is not readily explained and seems to require timedependent diffusion coefficients, especially for latitudinal transport. These aspects will be investigated further (Ferreira et al. 2003) . Figure 6 shows the Jovian and Galactic electron contribution to the total electron intensity along the Ulysses trajectory for the Min A and Max A scenarios. Despite the situation after 1998, it is still informative to concentrate on the two scenarios that result in the best compatibility with the data, Min A and Max A. As mentioned above, when V is changed from solar minimum (Min A) to solar maximum conditions (Max A), the Jovian electron intensity increases toward the poles but Galactic electrons decrease for all latitudes. For the period 1994 to 1997, the Max A scenario results in a $40% instead of 20% Jovian electron contribution for the Min A scenario, while the Galactic electron contribution dropped from $80% to $50% when Ulysses moved to the higher latitudes. A similar trend is found for the period 1997 onward, when Ulysses returned to the equatorial regions but with Jupiter on the other side of the Sun. Because of the increase in Jovian electrons toward the poles, the period from 1996 onward is Jovian dominated for the Max A scenario, while only the period 1996.6 to 1999.3 is Jovian dominated for the Min A scenario, indicating that solar wind speed is important in computing the relative contribution of Galactic and Jovian low-energy electrons to the total electron intensity in the inner heliosphere. Therefore, assuming a realistic solar wind profile for solar maximum, the period from 1998 onward till the next fast latitude scan will result in more Jovian electrons reaching the polar regions than for solar minimum conditions. Although this still does not result in compatible solutions when compared with the Ulysses observations for this period, it is encouraging and assists in explaining, e.g., the observed quiet time increases (QTIs) in the Ulysses/KET data (Heber 2002 (Heber , 2003 at high latitudes. These increases are a factor of $2-5 in magnitude, last a few days, are not accompanied by an increase in the proton intensity, and are also characterized by a hard energy spectrum, indicating their Jovian origin. For these increases to be measured, a significant Jovian component must be present . It is also informative to show the effect of these different solar wind speed scenarios on electron modulation for all energies interesting to modulation studies. Figure 7 shows the computed combined Jovian and Galactic electron spectra in the equatorial plane. Spectra in Figure 7a are shown at 1, 5, 60, and 90 AU (bottom to top) for the A > 0 magnetic polarity epoch, while Figure 7b shows the computations for the A < 0 polarity cycle. We can see here that for energies E < 200 MeV the computed intensities in both figures are the same, illustrating that at these energies the modulation of electrons is insensitive to drift. In both figures, the solid line corresponds to the Min A scenario, while the dashed line corresponds to the Max A scenario. From this figure it follows that changing this parameter from values applicable to solar minimum to values applicable to solar maximum conditions does not result in really significant effects on electron spectra, especially at the higher energies, where particle drifts become more pronounced. For the lower energies, the two figures only differ in the outer equatorial heliospheric regions. The spectra corresponding to the Max A scenario show that these electrons experience slightly less modulation. For the inner heliosphere the computations corresponding to the two scenarios coincide as illustrated in, e.g., Figure 5 .
CONCLUSIONS
A three-dimensional, steady state, numerical model was used to model the propagation of 7 MeV Jovian and Galactic electrons in the heliosphere by changing the latitude dependence of the solar wind speed from solar minimum to solar maximum. Results were compared to 3-10 MeV Ulysses/ KET electron observations . This work is a continuation of that by Ferreira et al. (2001a) , who concentrated on solar minimum conditions only, that is, for the first of the ecliptic orbit of Ulysses. They showed that for this period the model could reproduce the 3-10 MeV measurements realistically, and no solar cycle-related changes in the transport parameters were necessary. However, for the recent solar maximum ($1998 and onward) the computed intensities from these models (Ferreira et al. 2001a; Heber et al. 2002) are considerably lower than observed on board Ulysses . As argued by Heber et al. (2002) , these low-energy observations cannot be explained by either solar particles or locally accelerated electrons and must be of Galactic and/or Jovian origin.
In a first attempt to explain these observations, we show the computed effects of solar cycle-related changes in the latitude dependence of the solar wind speed V from solar maximum to solar minimum. At solar minimum V is highly latitude dependent, changing from a slow solar wind speed in the equatorial regions of $400 km s À1 to 800 km s À1 in the polar regions (McComas et al. 2001 ). For solar maximum conditions, no well-defined high-speed solar wind is observed (e.g., Richardson et al. 2001) . We show that for the higher energies, >300 MeV, the electron modulation is almost completely unaffected by changes in this parameter. However, for lower energies, <30 MeV, where drifts become negligible, this parameter has a profound effect, especially on the three-dimensional distribution of Jovian electrons in the inner heliosphere. By comparing computed $7 MeV electron intensities to the 3-10 MeV KET/Ulysses observations, we show that changing the solar wind speed latitudinal profile from one applicable to solar minimum conditions (highly latitude dependent) to one applicable to solar maximum resulted in more Jovian electrons and fewer Galactic electrons being computed at higher latitudes. Although solar cycle-related changes in this parameter alone still did not result in compatible solutions with the Ulysses/KET observations, it improves our understanding of, e.g., the observed quiet-time increases (QTIs) in the Ulysses/KET data at high latitudes. As argued by Heber et al. (2002 Heber et al. ( , 2003 , these increases are of Jovian origin, and therefore a significant Jovian component must be present at high latitudes. Currently, progress is being made in understanding the transport of these low-energy electrons toward solar maximum. As briefly reported by Ferreira et al. (2003a) , computing realistic few-MeV electron modulation for these periods seems to require time-dependent changes in the transport parameters, in particular perpendicular latitudinal transport. These findings are currently being studied.
Apart from more Jovian electrons reaching high heliolatitudes, low-energy electron modulation at Earth is also significantly affected by changing the solar wind latitudinal profile from solar minimum to maximum in the model. These computations exhibit a 13 month periodicity due to the relative motion of Jupiter and Earth around the Sun, and subsequent changes in the three-dimensional distribution of the Jovian electrons (see also, e.g., Chenette 1980; Eraker 1982; Moses 1987) . We show that changing the solar wind speed in the equatorial regions influences the phase and amplitude of the computed 13 month periodicity. For example, for a solar wind speed applicable to solar minimum, the computed amplitude and phase of the 13 month periodicity is smaller than for one corresponding to solar maximum.
